Homework Submission Guidelines
15-463/663/862, Computational Photography, Fall 2021
Carnegie Mellon University
You must submit your solutions to all homework assignments through Gradescope, not Canvas—though
you can access the Gradescope page from Canvas—following the submission guidelines outlined below. If
you do not follow these guidelines, you will incur a 5% point deduction on your solution, and we will ask you
to resubmit following the guidelines.
1. You must use Git for version control and submission. You can use either Github or Bitbucket. Please
make sure that you do not use Git LFS to track large files, as this creates problems with Gradescope.
(a) See the screenshot below for how to submit your assignment through Gradescope’s integration
with Github/Bitbucket:

(b) Note that the screenshot uses Github, but using Bitbucket is also allowed and the submission
process should remain the same.
(c) Git has a per-file size limit of 100 MB. This should be enough for most of the data files you need
to submit (e.g., images, videos), with the possible exception of the PDF report. If your PDF
report is larger than this limit, you can reduce its size either by: i. compressing or downsampling
the images you embed into the report; or ii. removing the embedded images and replacing them
with references specific image files in your data/ directory.
(d) We recommend that you avoid making multiple commits updating data files (e.g., image and
video results) in your repository. Instead, add any such files all at once, as a separate commit
that you make right before submission.
2. Your project repository must follow the directory structure shown below:
Project Repository
.pdf ....................................................................... The PDF report.
src/ ...... Contains all Python source codes and the README file explaining how to use the code.
data/..........................................Contains all image, video, and other data files.
3. Each assignment writeup will have a small section on project-specific submission guidelines, e.g., which
files to include in the src/ and data/ directories, and which questions in the assignment writeup we
expect you to answer in your PDF report. You must follow those as well.
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